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All live scenarios have been performed on a DB2 11 NFM system with maintenance 
applied up to June 2015.

Once we get to the LIMITATIONS / RESTICTIONS section, the IBM documentation does 
describe limitations I did not find to be true, but maintenance can have changed this.
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First we will cover why archiving can be of interest and what we have done so far 
since this has been an issue since the early age of computing.
Next we will dive into the DB2 schema changes needed to enable archiving before 
moving into the application / SQL changes introduced.
We will spend quite some time dealing with the limitations introduced once archive 
tables are in place – talking about what to be aware of, how to deal with these 
challenges and some interesting gotcha’s I discovered while “playing” with archive 
tables.
Next is what impacts DB2 utilities and what you need to be aware of.

Througout the presentation, a live DB2 11 NFM system has been used to illustrate the 
power of archive tables and how all the pieces really work.  
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The TV channel  in the US named HISTORY CHANNEL ahs a program called “American 
Pickers”. Two guys named Mike and Frank tour around the US “picking” from what 
people have been collecting for decades in order to resell the items for a profit.
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The TV channel  in the US named HISTORY CHANNEL ahs a program called “American 
Pickers”. Two guys named Mike and Frank tour around the US “picking” from what 
people have been collecting for decades in order to resell the items for a profit.

The tv program can be quite educational since the history behind old artifacts are 
covered.
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Just because DB2 11 introduced Archive Tables doesn’t really mean we haven’t had 
this need in the past – it has existed since the first day of IT.

What has been introduced in DB2 11 to handle archival of data looks very similar to 
the DB2 10 feature named TEMPORAL TABLES – especially the System Time Temporal 
table design. 
Both have a HISTORY table associated, but the archival design only saves the image of 
the base table when a delete is executed unlike System time temporal tables where 
also UPDATES are saved in the history table.

As already mentioned, the need to archive data has existed since forever. The current 
implementation used range from pure Application logic to using triggers and using 
the DB2 log to capture transactions and apply these to history tables via one of the 
log tools available in the market.
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So why is the DB2 11 Archive Table feature more attractive than the current 
implementations ?

It takes time to code, maintain, test application code to insert rows into a history 
table prior to deleting. Archive-enabled tables handle this automatically. 
One of the most expensive pieces in today’s DB2 environment is TRIPS TO DB2. Every 
trip saved is resources preserved, and the INSERT followed by a DELETE from the 
application is TWO trips – not to count the retrieval.

Triggers can reduce the previous mentioned pieces, but then again – triggers add 
complexity in a DB2 environment. 

Despite all the GREAT stuff introduced, as we will see later, there are some schema 
changes we need to be aware of and consider how we will cope with these.
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There are many reasons why IT organizations want to archive data:

1) DASD savings despite the fact that DASD has dropped dramatically over the years.
2) One of my favorites is less INDEX LEVELS – every level decreased is one less I/O 

for EVERY statement using the index.
3) GETPAGE activity – another favorite similar to the previous one – if you have 25% 

less rows there’s a good change you will save 25% GETP from DASD into the 
bufferpool unless doing single-row random access.

4) UTILITY COSTS can be a major factor since every LOAD, REORG, RUNSTATS, 
RECOVER and potentially other utilities will need to access fewer pages.

5) If we really look back – when new applications are implemented, NOBODY think 
about cleaning up or archiving – and the fact that regulations might change over 
time so you MIGHT have to retain deleted rows.

6) Once the application is implemented – what does it cost to implement a DATA 
ARCHIVE DATA solution ????? In fact it never happens – well almost.
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Let’s start with the official IBM DB2 terminology:

The table where your BASE/Production data is (the current table having your 
transactional data is named the ARCHIVAL-ENABLED table – I like to name it the BASE 
TABLE – and the ARCHIVE TABLE which is where the  DELETED rows end up is named 
the ARCHIVE table – I like to name it the HISTORY table.
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